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	NAME: Cygnian
	DESCRIPTION: Cygnian females are highly sought after as scientists & science officers aboard starships. Their intellect is exceptional & they are well regarded as natural experts in most scientific fields. Cygnians also have a natural aptitude for engineering.Cygnian women treat their males as inferiors, & some Cygnians working off-world will use a similar style of treatment for non-Cygnian males that results in an intolerance of obvious masculine behavior.COMMON NAMESCygnian female names are very elegant – Tiliana, Meilias, Kishatas, Tirestil, Sleesha. Male names are shorter, more coarse & gruff – Bok, Korrik, Crais, Delk, Apo.
	ERA:  TOS and later eras
	Text Field 13:  If it isn't broken, don't try to fix it.
	Text Field 7: Fitness +1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Cygnians are tall, slender, beautiful humanoids with a golden hue to their skin. A Cygnian will have flowing golden hair, that terminates in a mane down the center of their back, as well as a long, full, bushy tail. Their eyes are bright, & greenish, with slit felinoid pupils. Excellent Night vision.All Cygnians also have 3 small marks on their foreheads. These marks are usually of a vaguely diamond shape & a dull blue to gray in color.
	TALENTS: Cygnian only or with GMs Permission
	TALENT NAME 1: Skill Focus
	TALENT TEXT 1: Cygnian using your Engineering or Science Discipline, or a Computer; you may add 1d20 to your dice pool, as you are exceptionally skilled in with these.
	TALENT NAME 2: Meticulous
	TALENT TEXT 2: When assisting another PC, they may re-roll their assist die. In addition, if the assist die generated 1 or more successes, the lead PC gains a bonus Momentum.
	TALENT NAME 3: Telepathy (females only)
	TALENT TEXT 3: As / Betazoid. [T2]
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